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INSTALLER
OF THE YEAR

Securitas Electronic
Security, Inc.
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Bringing impressive
resources, expertise and
leading-edge solutions to
bear, Securitas Electronic
Security has made a
science of delivering
superior results to its
commercial clientele.
Discover the checks and
balances behind SSI’s
2019 Large Installer of the
Year. By Scott Goldfine
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IT SEEMS UNLIKELY Shakespeare had security on his mind when he penned the immortalized line … A rose by any other name would smell as sweet. But that sentiment
— what matters is what something is rather than what it is called — applies to Securitas
Electronic Security (SES) and its CEO, Tony Byerly. That’s because wherever the SSI Industry Hall of Famer has served, excellence has followed. He has become the first company leader to be associated with three SSI Installer of the Year Awards.
That accomplishment was made official when SES was selected 2019’s best in the
Large Company category. It follows former Byerly employers Diebold Electronic Security’s Installer win in 2015 and Stanley Convergent Security Solutions’ in 2009. Of course,
the honor is more about the entire organization and its personnel than an individual, but
the Byerly stamp of quality is undeniable.
“SES serves countless long-term customers with solutions and services that protect
their people, customers, assets and brand,” says Byerly. “Our core business philosophies
are based on people, technology and knowledge, providing the highest level of service
and support in response to the distinct needs of business customers. This allows us to
deliver what we call ‘The SES Difference.’”
Uniontown, Ohio-headquartered SES is a division of Securitas, founded more than
150 years ago and now publicly traded on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. Although SES
has operated in the U.S. market since 1947, the business has more aggressively expanded
the past few years through both organic growth and the acquisitions of Diebold Electronic Security (2016) and Kratos Public Safety and Security Solutions (2018).
SES’ 1,500 employees, 30+ locations, three monitoring centers and Center of Excellence serve regional, national and global accounts, as well as commercial business clientele. Digging deeper, Byerly is joined in the conversation by COO, Kevin Engelhardt; SVP,
Strategy & Business Development Felix Gonzales; SVP, Centralized Services & Business
Operations Damon Kanzler; and VP, Human Resources Pete Straka.

Single-Source Advantage
KEVIN ENGELHARDT: Providing the highest level of service and support in response to
the distinct needs of global, national and regional business customers has long been our
specialty. SES is uniquely structured to offer our customers a single point of contact, dedicated account management, consistent service delivery, uniform contract negotiation
and standardization of technology, solution and processes.
DAMON KANZLER: As both a leading security integrator and award-winning alarm security monitoring provider, SES offers a true single-source security partnership. Our industry-recognized, coast-to-coast monitoring services coupled with our highly skilled systems
integration capabilities provide customers with the ease, operational efficiencies, cost
savings and peace of mind that come with trusting SES to fulfill complex security needs.

Associates at Securitas Electronic
Security’s Uniontown, Ohio, headquarters
celebrate winning SSI’s 2019 Installer of
the Year Award (Large Company).

ENGELHARDT: We leverage centralized
processes and our local presence to ensure
a consistent experience from one to many
locations. This is our key differentiator.
A centralized programmatic approach to
systems integration is one that begins with
design/build processes to ensure a smooth
installation process and consistency across
many business locations — local, regional
or national.
Our approach includes risk and threat
assessments, process development and a
complete understanding of each customer’s security program. This process includes an in-depth consideration of technology and best practices to achieve each
customer’s unique program objectives.
KANZLER: Along with our centralized
processes, every customer program receives technical expertise in an array of
disciplines providing standardization,
consistency, quality and governance. Our
program is designed around providing premium customer service throughout pre,
during and post security system installation. Our customer program charter is a
dynamic document that defines the mu-

tually agreed upon guiding principles for
the flawless execution of the five customer
touchpoints: account management, installation, service, monitoring and billing.
SES’ deep experience has helped us
develop best practices for large projects,
such as fully engineering a project before
we even begin installation. We document
every element of the project with tools
such as sample drawings, wire diagrams
and wall templates to ensure a successful
installation and provide a useful asset for
locating systems and utilities in the future.
Uniformity and consistency are the
guiding principles of our design and engineering. Programming and testing prior to
installation at our Engineering Center of
Excellence [CoE] in Elmsford, N.Y., uphold
our quality control and quality assurance
excellence that keeps projects on time and
on budget.
ENGELHARDT: Our extensive network of
highly trained personnel expanded with
the acquisition of KPSS [Kratos Public Safety and Security], enabling us to deliver the
fast response needed in today’s security climate. With an enhanced field organization

and branch infrastructure across the U.S.,
our skilled technicians and field operations
personnel are available to provide the service excellence we stand for.
SES’ excellence is measured based on

VITAL STATS
Year Founded: 1947
Headquarters: Uniontown, Ohio
Number of Locations: 30+ across
North America
Monitoring Facilities: Uniontown,
Ohio; Charlotte, N.C.; Honolulu, HI
Number of Employees: 1,500
(approximately)
Markets Served: Regional, national
and global accounts, as well as large,
complex systems integration projects.
(e.g. financial, manufacturing, retail, agriculture, healthcare and transportation)
Technology/System Specialties:
Access control, video, intrusion, fire &
life safety, integrated systems and alarm
monitoring
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several key operational KPIs and metrics,
such as: response time, fill rate, first time fix
rate, average repair time, project status and
more. Key service enablers including our
24-hour service dispatch center, working in
tandem with our field operations, and our
customer portal SecureStat keep metrics
timely and above industry standards.
KANZLER: SecureStat is a centralized
web-based software-as-a-service security
management system featuring a single interface for real-time administration of security programs across an enterprise. This key
service enabler streamlines and centralizes
security information and services, enabling
customers to view, measure and control all
their security systems and devices directly
from the online portal.

Executing ‘The SES Difference’
TONY BYERLY: The SES Difference is a
successful approach for us because we only
focus on what we do well. Our company infrastructure and associate skillsets are built
around business customers, so we only target those customers. By having a well established and defined target market, SES can
best ensure that the right resources are in
the right place to serve as a trusted advisor
to our clients.
To properly leverage security technol-

ogies and our strategic partnerships, SES
seeks education and to educate. Our goal
is to be a resource to decision-makers, with
our highly skilled and trained associates
solving complex security demands through
the proper application of technology. SES’
technological competency coupled with
our security monitoring and integration
expertise allows us to operate in many vertical markets including transportation, petro-chemical, retail, banking and more.
SES also targets customers with specific
characteristics that match our capabilities
so that we can deliver the best customer
experience. For most of our customers, we
look to leverage our CoE’s expertise in security integration to help become the ideal
partner. By targeting regional, national and
global accounts, as well as large, complex
enterprise projects for individual sites or
campuses, SES is able to establish ongoing
relationships with its customers.
Communication, bi-directionally and
both internally and externally, is another
area that SES emphasizes. SES’ headquarters is designed to promote conversation
when a customer visits. Whether it is access
to executive leadership or having technology discussions and evaluations in our new
Customer Engagement Center and Technology Evaluation Lab [CEC], we want to make
sure we can address the right issues with the

SES operates three TMA Five Diamond and UL/ULC alarm monitoring centers in Uniontown,
Ohio; Ballantyne, N.C.; and Honolulu. This complements SES’ systems integration business.

right people. SES also places a lot of emphasis on associate updates and transparency.
One key example for associate engagement
is our quarterly internal town halls and Q&A
sessions across North America.

SES Marketing and Strategy team focus on
the company’s organic growth.

FELIX GONZALES: SES strives for continuous growth across all aspects of the
business. Whether the targets and strategies are focused around sales growth, customer satisfaction or internal efficiencies,
we want to ensure our business is growing
in the right areas and make an impact to
the overall business, not just growth for
the sake of growth. The SES Difference is
identifying what moves the performance
needle in a targeted, sustainable and
meaningful way, not just business results,
but for the customer experience as well.
One example of this is our Variable
Performance Management initiative.
Through this initiative, we focus on associate and business process improvement by
targeting performance outliers, specifically bottom outliers, to bring them in alignment with average performance levels. By
improving the specific underperforming
areas or business processes, the average
improves and lifts the entire business.
At SES, we also embrace quantitative
sales and business models that allow us
to focus on statistical realities, other than
gut feelings and instincts. When looking
at long- and short-term goals, it is important that we have established evidence and
reasoning before moving forward or adjusting our approach.

Report, a culmination of insights from
these partners that fuel the advancement
of technology in our space.

Ramping Up Training

Another SES edge is prefabrication done at
its Engineering Center of Excellence (CoE).

Many times it is easy to look at a trend
or what a competitor is doing well and
think that it will work in our business,
but the realities of the situation are much
more complex. It is important that SES focuses on what we do best and where we
can improve.

A Collaborative Approach
GONZALES: The SES Difference is centered around client engagement. As a very
customer-focused organization, engaging
in conversation around security challenges
and needs enhances our unique solutions.
Cross-collaboration among our client’s security team, SES teams and our strategic
technology partners guarantees superior
results. Client collaboration thrives at our
state-of-the-art CEC, which features new
and breakthrough technology from the industry’s premier security technology manufacturers for access, video, fire & life-safety, and integrated solutions.
The annual SES Security Symposium
is another forum of client engagement.
It is a two-day event for security, trends
and breakthrough technology that brings
together key senior-level security executives from an array of industries. Attendees have the opportunity to see the newest
technology, network and learn from case
studies, best practices and subject matter
experts with a pulse on the state of the industry. The Symposium is also where we
debut the annual SES Technology Outlook

STRAKA: We utilize a variety of avenues
to recruit talent, including career fairs
throughout North America, Internet job
boards, advertising, relationships with
educational institutions, and involvement
with technology, trade and professional
organizations. One of our most effective
recruiting methods is employee referrals
and our relationship with peers and colleagues in the industry who recognize SES
as a premier employer offering best-inclass benefits and professional development opportunities.
SES employment candidates are evaluated on work history, breadth of experience, technical knowledge and industry or
related experience. We also look for associates with diverse experience, who embrace change, are client-focused externally
and internally, and work well both at an
individual contributor and team level with
the highest level of integrity.
In 2019, we enhanced our focus on “Investing in Our People” with new and enhanced associate development training,

WORKING SMARTER
SES recently implemented five associate advisory councils, a leadership
development program and expanded
its SES University capabilities, training
programs and certification opportunities. These groups have established
an open forum for feedback to improve
processes and procedures throughout
the company. In addition, SES’ contemporary, modern headquarters building
encourages an environment of collaboration, transparency and teamwork.

certification programs and the expansion
of our SES University training center. It
now houses state-of-the-art training facilities specialized for SES’ call center, alarm
monitoring dispatchers, account management associates, operations and service
technicians, and customer experience
teams.
This year we launched a tech training
program certifying to two levels: SES Certified Technician and SES Master Certified
Technician. The program certifies competency in access, intrusion, video and fire
& life safety, and includes meeting various
clearance levels/certifications required by
some of our top customers.

SES University trains call center personnel, account managers, service technicians, and
customer experience teams; such as back-office associates.
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No Firm Is an Island
GONZALES: SES is proud to actively contribute to local communities and national organizations. At SESHQ, we have established
an associate committee whose mission is to focus on positively impacting organizations that operate close to where we call
home. Locally, SESHQ participates in a number of annual activities including food drives and holiday fundraisers.
SES strives to impact the community around us and national organizations supporting meaningful causes, including Harvest for
Hunger, National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, MakeA-Wish, American Heart Association, American Red Cross, Freedom House for Women and National Law Enforcement Memorial.
Additionally, SES integrates a charitable element into our Global
Security Exchange [formerly ASIS] trade show booth. At GSX 2018,

SES’s Regional Vice Presidents lead the field delivery across U. S.
branch infrastructure.

SES sales leaders drive client engagement across Commercial
National Account Sales, Financial Sales, Enterprise Sales and
Strategic Market Accounts.

The SES Executive Leadership Team in the brand new, state-of-theart SES Client Engagement Center

Name

Title

Tony Byerly

President & CEO

Vinnie Anzideo

RVP Northeast Region

Nelson Barreto

VP National Enterprise Sales

Mike Beattie

Sr. Vice President IT &
Chief Information Officer

CJ Dailey

RVP Central Region

Scott Deininger

Sr. Vice President, Commercial
Strategic Accounts

Kevin Engelhardt

Chief Operating Officer

Felix Gonzales

Sr. Vice President, Strategy &
Business Development

Damon Kanzler

Sr. Vice President, Centralized Services &
Business Operations

Aswhin Kataria

Vice President Finance & Controller

Ryan Morning

RVP West Region

Rob Raymond

Sr. Vice President, Financial Sales

Ina Staris

Vice President Legal & General Counsel

Pete Straka

Vice President Human Resources

we donated $2 for every badge scan to Stand Up to Cancer, totaling
$7,000.
SES also contributes to the security industry by sharing knowledge through participation in speaking events, as well as through
meaningful peer engagement and our annual Technology Outlook Report. It features valuable information from leading security technology brands, highlighting case studies, new trends and
breakthroughs. SSI
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Security. It’s Who We Are.
It’s What We Do.
Securitas knows Security. For decades, Securitas has built its reputation on its
security expertise and has become one of the largest and most trusted security
providers in the world. Securitas Electronic Security, Inc. (SES) oﬀers a full
portfolio of video, access, intrusion, ﬁre and integrated systems. Our robust
services include monitoring, maintenance, inspection, managed, hosted,
embedded and online services, and more.
In the business world, security threats are very real. That's where we come in. It's
about looking at every aspect of your business risk proﬁle and identifying your
security threats, reducing risks, improving operational eﬃciencies and managing
compliance; while giving you a positive return on your security investment.
Discover The SES Diﬀerence.
For more information:
securitases.com • 1.855.331.0359

